[Reproduction of a memory trace in amnesia and forgetting following alteration in the activity of pre- and postsynaptic dopamine receptors].
The paper deals with analysis of the action of enantiomers 3-PPP on memory trace reproduction disturbed by amnestic effects and spontaneous forgetting in mice. A considerable antiamnestic effect is shown of (+)3-PPP and (-)3-PPP in 10 mg/kg doze changing the activity of postsynaptic dopamine receptors. The influence of drugs in 2 mg/kg doze changing the activity of presynaptic receptors consisted in recovery of conditioned habit only in situation of a weak amnestic effect and at forgetting, when the level of reproduction was like a weak amnesia. The range of enantiomers 3-PPP action on reproduction processes disturbed by amnesia or forgetting is determined by the possibility of specific activation of pre- and postsynaptic receptors at different depth of disturbances of memory trace reproduction causing differentiation of 3-PPP effects.